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Chapter 2: 

Small-N vs. Large-N
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Outline

Research Designs

• Case studies (small N)

– Definitions: What is a ‘case study‘? What is a ‘case‘? 

– Motivation for case studies

– Types of case studies

– Selection of cases

• Examples of small-N studies

• Limits of case studies
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Before you continue: 

What is a case study?

(Note down and compare your own definition in a few slides!)
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What is a case study?

“A case study is best defined as an in-depth study of a single unit (a relatively bounded 

phenomenon) where the scholar's aim is to elucidate features of a larger class of similar 

phenomena.” 

Gerring (2004:341)

“The case study, I argued, is best defined as an intensive study of a single unit with an aim to 

generalize across a larger set of units.”

Gerring (2004:352)
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https://www.jstor.org/stable/4145316


What is a case study?

• Wikipedia

“In the social and life sciences, a case study is a research method involving an up-close, in-

depth, and detailed examination of a particular case. […] Generally, a case can be nearly any

unit of analysis, including individuals, organizations, events, or actions. […] Case study

research can mean single and multiple case studies, can include quantitative evidence, relies

on multiple sources of evidence, and benefits from the prior development of theoretical

propositions. […] Another suggestion is that case study should be defined as a "research

strategy", an empirical inquiry that investigates a phenomenon within its real-life context. “
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Case_study


What is a case study?

• de Vauss:

“A case is the object of a study. It is the unit of analysis about which we collect information. In 

case study designs it is the unit that we seek to understand as a whole.” (p.220)

• Yin (2013)

“[The term] case study should be defined as a research strategy, an empirical inquiry that 

investigates a phenomenon within its real-life context.”
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https://uk.sagepub.com/en-gb/eur/research-design-in-social-research/book205847
https://us.sagepub.com/en-us/nam/case-study-research-and-applications/book250150


No clear-cut definition

• In general, case studies mean studying a small number (= small N) of cases. 

• Yet, there is no universally agreed definition of what constitutes a “case” or a “case study 

– In qualitative research, a case is usually understood as an event

❖For instance, an election or a political reform

– In quantitative research, a case is usually one unit of analysis

❖A single case study means studying one single unit at one point in time
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Why conduct a case study?
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Motivation for case studies

• In general researchers want to draw valid inferences, ideally also for observations outside 

the sample (= external validity)

• “Case study designs differ from [quantitative designs] in that they seek to achieve both 

more complex and fuller explanations of phenomena.” (de Vauss, p.221)
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Self-study exercise: 

Which types of case studies do you know?

Research Designs

(Please take a minute now to note down your thoughts.) 
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Research Designs

Watch and compare these types with your notes!

Source: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gQfoq7c4UE4
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Distinction of case study types by research objective
(recall Chapter 1 “Types of research designs”)

• Exploratory inference

• Descriptive inference

– Detailed and accurate description of a case

– Capturing and describing dynamics of a process or outcome

• Explanatory / Statistical inference

– Explaining causal mechanisms and deducing properties of an underlying 

distribution (=your case / sample) for the population. 
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Types and examples (1/2)

• Case studies in qualitative research methods

– Retrospective studies: ex-post reconstruction of cases

❖Example: narrative interviews / biographical investigations

– Comparative studies: comparison of excerpts of many cases

❖ Example: comparison of health concepts of Portuguese and German women (Flick, 

Hoose, and Sitta 1998)

− Case studies: description or reconstruction of cases

❖ Example: Arbeitslosen von Marienthal (Jahoda et al., 1933)
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Types and examples (2/2)

• Case studies in quantitative research methods

– Example: Plümper et al. (2017)
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https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S0959378016301789


• Open a literature database of your choice (e.g. Web of Science)

• Search a social science article of your choice, which conducts a case study!

– Be careful: not everything that says “case study” in the title may be a case study. 

• Find and note down for yourself the following information:

– What is the “case”? What is the selection criterion?

– What is the research question of the article?

– What is the main finding of this case study?

– Do the authors generalize from this case to others?

Research Designs

Self-study exercise
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Case selection
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Designing a case study … 

“… how should cases be selected for analysis? This question is important because the results 

derived from a case study research program ultimately and unavoidably rely on the criteria 

used to select the cases.” 

Herron and Quinn (2016:458)
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Case selection (1/2)

• Case studies raise a lot of questions at the design stage

– Main problem: which persons or situations belong to the case?  Whose data should be 

collected or interpreted?

❖ Tipp: Do the self-study task and read through several case studies in order to find 

out how exclusion or inclusion criteria are argued!

– Which cases should we look at? Which cases allow drawing general inferences? Is it 

actually possible?
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Example: arguing selection criteria
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https://doi.org/10.1111/spsr.12278


Case selection (2/2)

• Variety of case selection techniques available

– Select a case which is “typical” and representative for the population

– Select very diverse cases (and compare)

– Select very extreme cases 

– Select deviant cases (= cases do not fit the initial hypothesis)

– … and many more

• Decision rule for case selection depends on its ability to achieve a particular research

objective (exploratory, explanatory etc)
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Herron and Quinn (2016)

• In this highly recommended reading, authors compare case selection methods based on 

their performance, i.e. bias etc.

• Results suggest that influential case selection and deviant case selection is preferable for a 

smaller number of cases

• Simple random sampling works well for causal inference for at least five or more cases

• Extreme case selection and deviant case selection is more useful for exploratory analysis and 

/ or theory construction 
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https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/abs/10.1177/0049124114547053


“In order for a focused case study to provide insight into a broader phenomenon, it must be

representative of a broader set of cases. It is in this context that one may speak of a typical-

case approach to case selection. The typical case exemplifies what is considered to be a

typical set of values, given some general understanding of the phenomenon.”

Gerring (2006:91)
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What is a ‘typical’ case?
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Typical or not? 

• Difficulty of deciding whether your case is ‘typical’ or an outlier

– Be precise when you assess whether a case is representative of for your 

research outcome or a particular process

• Several ways of assessing whether a case is representative

– Theoretical contemplations and argumentation

– Exploratory observations

– Comparison of case features to see whether cases are representative 

(see Seawright and Gerring, 2008:299)
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https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/10.1177/1065912907313077


Examples of small-N studies
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The case of Israel & Palestine
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Each situation, e.g. conflict, is unique. 

The outcome of interest, however, 

might be comparable. 

Rasler (2000) provides a theoretical

framework explaining which factors

foster de-escalation of long-lasting 

conflicts using the Israeli-Palestinian

conflict as a case study. 

https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/abs/10.1177/0022343300037006003


The case of Tohoku tsunami
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Again each disaster, e.g. tsunami, 

is unique in its extent. 

Findings about preparedness and 

variation in mortality, however, 

are applicable to many

governments which invest in 

protective infrastructures.
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Limits of case studies
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Limits of case studies

"My point is simply that it is easier to conduct descriptive work than to investigate causal 

propositions while working in a case study mode.”

Gerring (2004:347)
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Recall from the lecture

Research Designs

-> Whether case studies (small-N studies) are informative

is related to the type of predictions you intend to make!
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Self-study exercise: a thought experiment

• Assume you are out on a date in a restaurant. Conversations are dull. Food is

awful and overpriced. Employees are not attentive. Awkward silences during

the entire evening. There will be no second date. 

– Would you confirm the hypothesis that dates taking place in restaurants are 

never successful based on this date (N=1)? Why (not)?

• Read Lieberson (1991:310f) for a similar example and solution.
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https://www.jstor.org/stable/2580241?origin=crossref&seq=1


Recall from Q&As

(summer semester 2020)

Research Designs

-> Your single date cannot tell anything about the validity of your 

theory if this theory is probabilistic. 
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What are case studies good for?

“The detailed examination of a single example of a class of phenomena, a case study 

cannot provide reliable information about the broader class, but it may be useful in the 

preliminary stages of an investigation since it provides hypotheses, which may be tested 

systematically with a larger number of cases.”

Abercrombie, Hill, and Turner (2000, p.34)
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What are case studies good for?

• If selected well, case studies are preferably used for

– theory development,

– testing deterministic theories,

– in-depth analysis of a few cases, 

– studies when useful variance is available for a small number of units,

– descriptive research: additional evidence of causal mechanisms

❖ exploratory “what? “ and “how?” questions are easier to answer
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What are case studies not good for?

• Case studies are rather unsuitable for

– testing probabilistic theories

– analyzing complex relations with several intervening factors

– large-scale analysis (“breadth”)

– making causal inferences about effects and generalizing results
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-> In these situations, large-N research has clear advantages over small-N studies.



Self-study exercise: read Gerring (2004, p. 346) 
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Concluding remarks
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Recall from the Q&As

(summer semester 2020)
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Take-away messages

• Case studies can be useful but often face validity issues 

– Cases have to be carefully selected and argued

– In order to obtain valid inferences, small-N studies “require determinism, absence of 

measurement error, preclusion of other possible causes of the effect of interest, and lack 

of interaction effects” (Glynn and Ichino, 2014:599)

– Case studies can be used to create theories, less so to test them

• Large-N studies focus on average relationships for many units

– For more information see Chapter 6 “Observational data analysis” and Module 

“Regression analysis” 
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